
 
 

LKG – FUN WITH 
SHAPES 

 

Here are some of the video links which kids will enjoy. 
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Given below are few activities to encourage the curiosity in your child and help them 

learn the different shapes around us: 

SHAPE SPINNER 

 On a chart or paper draw a big circle and divide it into eight equal parts. 

 In each part draw a shape. (Circle, Triangle, Rectangle, Oval, Hexagon, 
Diamond, Square and Octagon) 

 Make an arrow out of chart or cardboard and fix it in the centre of the big 
circle using a pin. 

 Start the game with the arrow facing upwards. Ask your child to roll a dice 
and turn the arrow according to the number the child got. 

 Let your child identify and draw the shape he/she got on a sheet of 
paper and colour the same. 

 You can even keep a handful of paper cut outs from magazines or real objects 
from which your child can identify the same shape he/she got and sort them 
next to the shape drawn. 

 

SHAPE DETECTIVES 

 Draw and cut thick outlines of each shape on a chart/cardboard and colour 

them. 

 Make a handle using the remaining pieces and stick to the lower end of each 

shape. 

From an early age kids notice different shapes even if they don’tknow that shapes 
have names. Learning shapes not only helps children identify and organize visual 
information, it helps them learn skills in other curriculum areas including reading, 
math and science. 
Giving children a lot of practice with shapes helps them to solidify their 
understanding of two-dimensionalstructures.This is an advantage in many areas 
of learning. 

https://youtu.be/OEbRDtCAFdU
https://youtu.be/OEbRDtCAFdU
https://youtu.be/w6eTDfkvPmo
https://youtu.be/w6eTDfkvPmo
https://youtu.be/mAE79M9lCbg
https://youtu.be/mAE79M9lCbg


 Now you have ‘Magic Lens’ of different shapes. 

 Give one ‘Magic Lens’ at a time to your child and ask him/her to identify the 

shape. 

 Let your young detective look through the ‘Magic Lens’ and find objects of the 

same shape around the house. 
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